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Adverbs of Manner
An adverb of manner tells how or in what manner, the action of the verb is carried out.
Example: Rose reads softly.

Complete the sentences with the correct adverbs from the word box.

decoratively

carefully

hurriedly

bitterly

elegantly

properly

loudly

excitedly

cheerfully

politely
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1) Alice opened the gift

2) Terry speaks
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4) Sophia dresses up

6) Alen arranged the tulips and orchids
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7) Harper ate her breakfast

8) The dog barked

9) The rabbit hopped

10) Sandra cried

in the vase.

.

at the thieves.

across the meadow.

for her lost doll.
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Answer key

Name :

Adverbs of Manner
An adverb of manner tells how or in what manner, the action of the verb is carried out.
Example: Rose reads softly.

Complete the sentences with the correct adverbs from the word box. (Answers may vary)

decoratively

carefully

hurriedly

bitterly

elegantly

properly

loudly

excitedly

cheerfully

politely
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decoratively

6) Alen arranged the tulips and orchids
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7) Harper ate her breakfast

loudly

8) The dog barked

9) The rabbit hopped

10) Sandra cried

hurriedly

.

at the thieves.

cheerfully

bitterly

in the vase.

across the meadow.

for her lost doll.
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